ISO 16047 was published in 2005, where test method and conditions to quantify the tightening characteristics for threaded fasteners are specified. However, there is no testing apparatus applicable to various types of threaded fasteners due to the constraint on the accuracy of ±2% of the values to be measured. The goal of this study is to develop a new tightening testing machine to be used for the torque/clamp force testing in accordance with ISO 16047. In this study, the load/torque cell system having new constructions with piezoelectric force sensors were developed and evaluated, which can be used to measure the clamp force and torques acting on bolt shank and on bearing surfaces, respectively. The piezoelectric sensor has the merits in terms of the resolution of the measurement and its high rigidity. However, experience shows that there are some disadvantages as well to be removed to achieve the measurement with sufficient accuracy. Experimental and analytical considerations have been performed to seek the root causes that may generate the measuring error. Consequently, the possibility to exclude such bad effects as the crosstalk and the drift of the sensitivity was confirmed, and the appropriate design concepts and parameters were proposed.
Introduction
It is important to control the clamp force in threaded assemblies to keep or boost the reliability of mechanical systems and facilities. However, the clamp force acting on the bolted joints cannot directly be measured and controlled in most practical applications, and the torque control method is commonly chosen as the tightening control method. In such a case, it is necessary to know the effect of friction in the threaded assembly to guarantee the clamp force.
ISO 16047 (1) published in 2005 specifies the method and the conditions in determining the tightening characteristics such as the coefficients of friction between bearing surfaces and between threads, where the accuracy of measuring the torque and the clamp force is specified to be ±2% of the values to be measured. The clamp force can be measured by conventional tightening testing machine without any difficulty. On the other hand, it is very difficult to measure the thread torque and the bearing surface friction torque separately. The experimental studies to seek the tightening characteristics in threaded assemblies have been performed since 1955 by Kellermann and Klein (2) . However, the accuracy of the torque split measurement in threaded joints has never been discussed, and the results from the round robin test conducted by ISO/TC 2/SC 1/WG 8 (3) showed that the testing machine is the most significant factor affecting the measurements. This study aims to develop the new load/torque cell system for the tightening testing machine applicable to various types of threaded fasteners. The piezoelectric force sensor is selected as a sensor element for its great merits that the accuracy is independent to the range to be measured, and that its rigidity is high enough compared with that of the clamped members in practical bolted joints (4) . However, there are some disadvantages as well for piezoelectric sensors itself including zero shift, sensitivity shift, and crosstalk (5) . The preliminary experiments show that there may be some unidentified error causes to be removed to achieve the torque split measurement within the accuracy specified in ISO 16047. Experimental and analytical considerations have been performed to seek the root causes that may generate the measuring error. Figure 1 shows an example of the conventional testing machine (apparatus) used for tightening experiments in a laboratory (6) . This machine has the load/torque cell system using Fig. 1 An example of the conventional tightening testing machine strain gauges, which was specially designed and applicable to M10 bolts with specific size and property class ranges. However, if we would apply this apparatus for general use, we should prepare the appropriate load/torque cells for individual fasteners to be tested to guarantee the accuracy of the torque measurements of ±2% of the values to be measured. The other disadvantage of the testing machine of these types is that the compressive stiffness of the clamped members is very low. For the testing machine shown in Fig. 1 , the compressive stiffness (rigidity) is 116 N/µm, which is only about 10 % of the stiffness of the thick steel cylinder clamped by the same bolt and nut. The stiffness of the clamped members directly affects the tightening speed (gradient) dF/dΘ, which may differ the tightening characteristics. The diameter D b for friction [see Eq. (3)] may also be changed due to the deflection of the bearing plate.
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Performance Required for the Load/Torque Cell System
In ISO 16047, the tightening up to yield is supposed, and the tightening characteristics is typically determined at the point just below the yield clamp force F y . Therefore, the tightening testing machine should at least be capable at the yield point in tightening. The yield clamp force F y and corresponding torques T th and T b can be calculated by using the following equations (7) , respectively.
Supposing that the testing machine should be applicable to the most commonly used size range from M 6 to M12, and to high strength bolts of property classes 8.8 to 12.9, the capacity and the accuracy can be calculated for M 12-12.9 and M 6-8.8, respectively for the typical ranges of the coefficients of friction by using Eqs. (1) to (3) . Table 1 summarizes the results estimated. The result shows that the accuracy has to be within 0.05% of the maximum value (full scale) for the bearing surface friction torque T b , which can never be achieved by the conventional torque cell consisting of strain gauges and strain amplifiers.
Furthermore, it is desirable that the compressive stiffness of the testing machine including the load/torque cell system is as high as the practical bolted joints. Therefore, the piezoelectric force sensor is chosen as the sensor element constituting the load/torque cell system for its high sensitivity in pC/N unit and high compressive stiffness in kN/µm unit. Figure 2 shows the relationship among the applied torque T, the thread torque T th , and the baring surface friction torque T b in tightening and loosening process drawn theoretically under the assumption that the coefficients of friction are constant throughout the process (6) .
Characteristics of the Load/Torque Cell System Prototype I

Basic Characteristics in Tightening and Loosening Process
The line OS shows the tightening process, and the point O' corresponds to the release point of the tightening tool. The gradient dT b /dT of the line SO' for the bearing surface friction torque (green line in Fig. 2 ) is much greater than the gradient dT th /dT for the thread torque (red line in Fig. 2 ) since the torsional rigidity Γ c of the clamped members is normally much greater than Γ b of the bolt shank. Therefore, the bearing surface friction torque T b reaches first the critical value at the point W in the loosening process, and then the slippage occurs at the bearing surfaces. From the points W to U, T b remains constant, and all of the additionally applied loosening torque T is acting on the bolt shank. Finally, the slippage between threads occurs at the point U when T th reaches its critical value. In the typical tightening experiments, only the tightening process OS is concerned, and the whole process has hardly ever been discussed. However, obtaining such diagrams as shown in Fig. 2 along with the applied torque/clamp force diagram (T-F diagram), we can analyze the tightening characteristics of the bolted joint including the change of the coefficient of friction during tightening and loosening process very precisely. Figure 3 shows the schematic drawing for the testing apparatus Prototype I to verify the basic principle of the measurement for the new load/torque cell system. One piezoelectric axial force sensor (Kistler, 9041A) and two piezoelectric torque sensors (Kistler, 9049) for T b and T th are concentrically placed to the testing bolt, and are preloaded by four M8 bolts, respectively. In this case, the nut is fixed to the lower plate, and the bolt head is driven. Therefore, the bearing surface friction torque T b and the thread torque T th can be split and detected by the upper and the lower plates, respectively.
Tightening Experiment and Considerations
As seen from Fig. 3 , this apparatus is only applicable to very long bolt, but suitable to verify the principle and to study the basic characteristics (performance) for its simple construction. The strain gauges are put on the shank of the testing bolt and calibrated carefully by tensile and torsional testing machines to measure the reference clamp force F and the reference thread torque T th , respectively. The reference bearing surface friction torque T b can be obtained from the applied torque T as T b = T − T th . Figure 4 shows an example of the experimental results in the form of the diagram as shown in Fig. 2 . The preload pL for each preloading bolt is set to 5 kN using a "bolt" strain gage inserted into the bolt shank. The difference of the measurements between piezoelectric sensors and strain gages corresponding to the measuring error is considerably large, and is not proportional to the respective values to be measured.
The typical error causes are considered to be (A) the sensitivity change due to the shear load shared by the preloading bolts, and (B) crosstalk of the clamp load on the torque sensors. Assuming that these effects act linearly, the true values can be obtained by using two compensation factors as, where T th * and T b * are the thread torque and the bearing surface friction torque measured by the piezoelectric sensors, and the constant factors κ and ε are used to adjust the sensitivity and to compensate the crosstalk, respectively. The difference between two equations comes from the different direction of torque acting on the sensors in tightening process. Fig. 4 An example of the test results by using the apparatus Prototype I (Fig. 3 ) Figure 5 shows the results after compensation by using Eq. (4), where two factors κ and ε for each torque are manually tuned by trial and error. Although the diagram could represents different shape in every experiment due to the effect of friction, the compensated values show very good agreement with the measurements by strain gages including the unstable change normally observed (6) , (8) 
Characteristics of the Load/Torque Cell System Prototype II
Tightening Experiment and Considerations
In clause 4, we could verify the principle of the new load/torque cell system, and the possibility to realize the tightening testing machine with sufficient accuracy. However, the testing apparatus Prototype I can only be applied to the fasteners with a specific size. So we have to improve the applicability of the testing machine. Figure 6 shows the schematic drawing of the apparatus Prototype II, where the piezoelectric force sensors are moved to the periphery of upper and lower plates, and the sufficient "testing area" can be kept. If we will bore up the clearance hole of the upper, middle and lower plates, and install the adaptor (inserts with flange) such as specified in ISO 3800 (9) having various clearance hole diameters and grip lengths into upper and lower plates, we can test the fasteners of various sizes and lengths by using the same apparatus. Figure 7 shows an example of the experimental results compensated by Eq. (4). The shape of the diagram is different from that in Fig. 5 due to the difference of the coefficients of friction and the torsional rigidities of the bolt and the clamped members (see Fig. 2 ). Furthermore, it can be seen from this figure that the measuring error in this case cannot be compensated perfectly by two constant compensation factors. It should be noted that the shear force F s acting on the sensor(s) decreases since the pitch diameter or the mean radius of the sensor for Prototype II is (about 3 times) larger than that for Prototype I (Fig. 3) . This results in the decrease of S/N (or F s /∆F s ) ratio of the torque measurement, and the greater value ε for the crosstalk is theoretically needed. Furthermore, the deflections of upper and lower plates might affect the pressure distributions on the sensor surface, and hence the sensitivity factor κ may not be constant any more but the function of the clamp force F.
Considerations for the Implementation of Testing Machine
To seek the root cause(s) of the measuring error in Fig. 7 , the crosstalk (shear force error ∆F s ) of a single shear force sensor is quantified by using the configuration shown in Fig. 8 . The results shown in Fig. 9 suggest that the crosstalk of a single sensor is very sensitive to the contact condition on the sensor surface induced by the preload pL. Figure 10 shows the crosstalk in the tightening experiments. The characteristic curves represent the non-linear behavior and the same tendency as in Fig. 9 . This means that the measuring error in Fig. 7 is principally caused by the non-linear characteristics of a sensor itself related to the preload or the pressure distribution on the sensor, and this cannot fully be compensated by Eq. (4) using the constant factor ε.
The most practical way to compensate the measurement is to use three-component (x-y-z) sensor as the sensor elements. It decreases the number of contact surfaces, at which microscopic slippage may occur, and the shear force readings in radial direction can be used Fig. 10 The crosstalk of the shear force sensor in tightening experiments to detect the crosstalk ∆F s . Furthermore, the design consideration by using FEM for upper and lower plates including the effect of the preloading bolts would be effective to keep the pressure distribution on the sensor surface as constant as possible, and to set the compressive and torsional rigidities of the testing machine to the appropriate values.
Conclusions
The main conclusions obtained in this study are summarized as follows: (1) The possibility to develop the new load/torque cell system with piezoelectric sensors was confirmed through the investigation using the apparatus Prototype I. (2) It is clarified, however, that the torque cells using the shear force sensors have non-linear component for the crosstalk and/or the sensitivity characteristics, which cannot fully be compensated by constant compensation factors. (3) It is advised that the load/torque cell in the testing machine to be developed should consist of some sets of three-component sensors, and the design considerations for upper and lower plates and preloading bolts should be performed by FE analysis. 
